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call upon the nearest United States
naval vessels for assistance. It is
not known yet whether he has availed himself of the permission. The
ship he would naturally lock; to
'BOXERS"
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A HIGH PRICED PIANO. ;
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One That: Was Made

for' a Famous)
"

Belgian Artist at a Cost
:

of

25,0OO.

A wonderful piano has been made by

Jan Van Beers, the , Belgian artist,

whose portraits of, beautiful women are
famous Vhe painter owns one of. the
on board that flagship, i
most remarkable houses 'in Paris and
The em harassing of the situation
years to the study of interior
is the cutting of communication by decoration, says the New York Comrril between Taku and and Tien mercial Advertiser. He' admits that
Tsin and the capital, for. the "Box- the exquisite instrument which he is
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us to display the most complete dry goods line in the
'
It will interest you to see our line

city.

B. F. IRVINE,

Editor

Rebels Massing Outside Peking Im
perial Troops Go Overjto the InAuthorized
to ers" have burned the railroad bridg-esan- d
surgents Conger
there are probably only two
Land Marines From American War
courses
open to the marines who
.
i
ships.
; :'
overto
a

Of Ladies Tailor Made Suits

..

going to exhibit at the exposition next
summer is probably the most beautiful piano of ancient or modern times.
Of course, only the shell or case is his,
work; whose make the instrument
shall be will be determined by the purchaser. The body of the piano is of
natural wood, tinted green; the legs,
garlands, Cupids and all the ornamentations are of bronze, gilded and chiseled
by the ablest sculptor of Louis Quinze
bronzes in Paris. .The fine ... sketches
which appear on the Bides and on the
front of the piano are paintings by the
artist himself and represent the four
seasons, and .a minuet danced in the
park in the da3'fe of Louis XV., all after
the manner of Watteau.1 '
The designer has tried as far as possible to convert those parts of the piano
which are ordinarily ungraceful andv
awkward into something decorative
and harmonious. JThe- - pedals, which
generally- represent a. lyre, are replaced
by the owner's initials. One bronze
Cupid, iatthe touch tit a spring; offers
his violoncello as a support for the cover"
when open. This cover is lined with
small plaques of ivory, each surrounded by a Louis Quince frame of bronze,
where some day distinguished musicians will write their names, using fo
this purpose the sheath aiiasJrrw-i.
Cupid at the left, which have been ingeniously converted into inkstand and
pen," The music, resting on a small
frame of bronze, which glides forward
upon a spring, is lighted by two delicate
electric flowers, and the musician is
t.
thus left in an agreeable
The total cost of the piano wiUnot be
' ;rj
less' than $25,000.
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Liver' Regulator,

If elected will endeavor

The dollar back if you are not cured.
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have used Our Native Herb Tablets for controuble of over twenty years
stipation and Liver
standing. They cured me after all other reml-lie- s
failed. Solomon Mulkej, iy4i;ett. Or,
1
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The lowest possible.!
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